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The yield curve in the Treasury bond market is a benchmark of asset prices for the
whole capital market. It has always been regarded as in the core of theoretical and
empirical research in both finance and macroeconomics, and the key issue is how to
model the term structure of interest rates. The purpose of this paper is to extend the
theoretical modeling and empirical analysis for the yield curve in a discrete-time and
no-arbitrage framework.
In the aspect of theoretical innovation, this thesis proposes a series of new model-
ing framework for the term structure model of interest rates and macro finance, which
enriches and develops the literature of interest rate term structure. With the developed
models, we also obtain fruitful empirical results on various aspects of yield curve, its
macro-finance linkages, for both the US and Chinese economies.
Firstly, this thesis develops a discrete-time framework for the no-arbitrage Nelson-
Siegel term structure model, and provides a new estimation method for it which is a
mixture of linear regression embedded in maximum likelihood estimation. The esti-
mation method is simple, fast and robust, especially suitable for forecast in real time.
Furthermore, this thesis provides a different view about predictability of no-arbitrage
Nelson-Siegel model. Here we found, via theoretical analysis and empirical check,
that no-arbitrage restrictions are difficult to improve the forecast performance upon the
reduced-form dynamic Nelson-Siegel models. Applying the model to US yield curve
data, we found that the bond market conundrum of 2004-2005 is caused by the dramat-
ically falling of bond risk premium, which counter-balanced the increasing expectation
of short term interest rate. We also found that bond risk premium have been increasing
sharply when 2008 financial crisis was impending.
Secondly, this thesis extends the no-arbitrage Nelson-Siegel model into macro
finance framework, which provides a research tool for the link between bond mar-
ket and macroeconomy. Following different approaches of modeling the link between
themacroeconomy and yield curve, we build two different Nelson-Siegel macro finance
models seperately. The first one is named as an Unspanned model, which connects
macro factor and yield curve by a VAR model, but the macro factors do not span the
yield curve cross-sectionally. This model can be seen as a no-arbitrage counterpart
for the reduced-form model of Diebold, Rudebusch and Aruoba(2006)[1]. The second
one is named as Spanned model, which takes macro variable as a part of bond pricing














and Ang and Piazzesi(2003)[2].s macro finance model. Applying both models to in-
vestigate the relationship between the US bond market and macroeconomy, we found
that the real economy and inflation are not only two important factors which affect the
yield curve but also be the main factors affecting bond risk premium. Moreover, our
empirical results also show that bond risk premium is counter-cyclical with respect to
the real economy, but it has a positive response to the shock of inflation.
Finally, this paper provides a no-arbitrage macro finance model for China.s in-
terbank bond market. We use the model to extract information of term structure of real
interest rates and inflation expectation. By comparing the implied inflation expectation
with other indices which are published by some research institution, we found that our
model can effectively extract future inflation expectation of investors from yield curve
data. Moreover, this method is very cost-effective compared to the cost of construct-
ing those indices with survey, and is able to extract inflation expectations for different
time horizons. We also found that, the real rates of Chinese bond market between 2005
and 2012 are persistently negative; the inflation expectation is the main factor influ-
encing bond pricing compared to the real rates; inflation expectation is also the main
factor influencing the variation of short to medium term yield curve while real rates are
more important for variations of medium to long term yields. However, the influence
of inflation premium on yield curve is negligible.
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